Predicting protein structural class with AdaBoost Learner.
The structural class is an important feature in characterizing the overall topological folding type of a protein or the domains therein. Prediction of protein structural classification has attracted the attention and efforts from many investigators. In this paper a novel predictor, the AdaBoost Learner, was introduced to deal with this problem. The essence of the AdaBoost Learner is that a combination of many 'weak' learning algorithms, each performing just slightly better than a random guessing algorithm, will generate a 'strong' learning algorithm. Demonstration thru jackknife cross-validation on two working datasets constructed by previous investigators indicated that AdaBoost outperformed other predictors such as SVM (support vector machine), a powerful algorithm widely used in biological literatures. It has not escaped our notice that AdaBoost may hold a high potential for improving the quality in predicting the other protein features as well, such as subcellular location and receptor type, among many others. Or at the very least, it will play a complementary role to many of the existing algorithms in this regard.